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Over the past millenium and a half血eJap叩esestudy of China has 
come to consl!tute one of the most frmtfu! and distinguished bodies of 
scholarship that one country has accumulated about another. To Japan 
and its scholars, China ~ its history, its culture, and its institutrnns 
regularly served as the unrivalled source of models. It provided the ideal 
for state-bmldmg and often a四premetalisman for cultural legitimacy; it 
created m阻 ydurable models for soCJal organ包ationand exported both 
productive and prestigious goods to copy. In short, it was a comparative 
“other”an educated Japanese could, and did, cal upon to criticize, 
change, or confirm his Japanese present. 
Chinese models, of course, were never umversally admired or ac-
cepted. But the breakdown of general Japanese admiration for them 
came only m血emneteenth and twentieth centuries due to血etwin 
pressures of由eindigenous Natrnnal Learning dunng the late Edo period 
and the Western impact on many aspects of East Asian life. How then 
did modern Japanese students of China and its history come to view 
Japan’s past and present relation to Chinese culture? What did the 
Chinese past, ancient or recent, have to teach Japanese卸tenton learning 
from the West? 
In discussmg these questions I would like to focus on two pre-war 
Japanese Sinologists, Kuwahara Jitsuz石田dN叫caeU shikichi. Their lives 
叩dwritings merit our attention if only because they exemplify much of 
出sdevelopment of modern Japanese Sinology. Both graduated from 
To勾oUniversity, both spent much of their adult life engaged in detailed 
textual research on Ch泊a，四dboth made extensive use of Western 
scholarship m this research 
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Othe即 ise,they we日 strikinglydifferent, and it is these differences 
-in family background, professional career, research interests,'views of 
China and i臼 relationto China, and selιidentity・as a Japanese -that 
will concern us here. If Kuwabara’s contribution to the academic四d
mstitut10nal growth of pre-war Smology was unqu田tionablythe greater, 
the sharply altered circumstances of post-war Japan and its Sinology 
would lead to a reassessment of these scholars' overall contributions 
Nakae’s belief that the basic problems of modern China were relevant, 
even analogous, to those of modern Japan would gain favor from a 
generat10n made aware that earlier studies of Chma had too often de・
nigrated China’s past and present so as to honor modern Japan’s path to 
emp!re. 
The cont阻stbetween these two scholars may seem too glaring and the 
1udgments too sharp to hold for al pre・warSinologists in Japan. Such 
reservations are partly justified, if only because several colleagues of 
Kuwabara at Kyoto University fal into neither category. But, the choice 
of Kuwabara and Nakae for this introductory ovemew of pre-war 
Japanese Sinology is meant to highllght two radically different tradi-
l!ons m the uses of Smology m Japan both before and after the war. It 
will serve, I hope, to provide a reliable context for the later studies 
that need to be made of the highly learned world of pre-war Japanese 
Sinology. 
In the early Meiji penod many Japanese students of China maintained 
their commitment to Chinese culture. In rejecting the claims of Western 
learnmg some considered any compromise as unsuitable, unnecess町yor 
immoral. By the century's end, however, Western scholarly techmques 
were accommodated, notably m the graftmg, after some tension, of 
Rankean empiricism onto the tradit10n of Edo textual studies. And by 
the 1920’s and 1930’s the earlier generat10n’s professed veneration of 
Chmese values seemed often to have been muffled by a professional 
comrmtment to footnotes, al thought to be “scientific”and “value-
P ”（！） nee. 
At Kyoto University the commitment to this type of Sinology was 
most staunchly advocated by Kuwabara Jitsuzo (1870・1931）.“Hist<iri-
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cal research，”・Kuwahara was fond of assertmg，“is the ascertainment 
of facts，’＇12 His scholarship set out to prove it in landmark accounts of 
Chinese relations with Central Asia, Buddhi町1,the different historical 
development' of North and South China, and the history of tlial piety 
m Chma These studies have yet to receive the attention they deserve 
from Western historians, perhaps because their author’s affection for 
footnotes surpa田edPeliot's. For instance, he devoted 18 pages of text 
to a study of p’u Shou-keng, the Sung official of Arab extraction who 
surrendered Ch’tianchou to the Mongols m 1277, and backed them up 
with 223 pages of addenda, many of them detailed e田aysin their own 
right .This study’s explicit avoidance of加terpretativeanalysis, if not its 
choice of topic, would seem to exemplify Kuwabara's tenet that the 
“ascertainment of facts" through the scientific method essentially 
required ortly a thorough, disengaged ex田沼泊ationof historical texts 13 
Analytical泊terpretationand emotional mvolvement were actively dis噌
couraged lest Japanese Smologists lose the objectivity considered e回en-
tial for the scientific discovery of facts .Thus were teutonic tomes of 
Sinology compiled, seemingly unrelated to Japanese doings in China this 
century 
The scientific study of history, conceived and conducted in so naive 
and narrow a manner, nonetheless had many uses for Kuwahara Proud 
of his ab出tyat mathematicsー tohim廿1equeen of the sciences 
Kuwahara出ought叩cha“scientific method" was his“na臼ralpart-
ner.”＂＇ But he especially appreciated the aid it gave hlIl and his 
Japanese colleagues in their mtense scholarly competition with Western 
Sinologists. Only by using Western scholarly methods could Japanese 
Sinologists outdo their French, German, American, and Enghsh rivals and 
win Japanese Sinology叩 d曲目Japanthe accolades both so richly de-
served.仏1By・ the 1920s and 1930s most Japanese Sincilogists were con-
vinced that their Sinology was foremostin the world, an assessment that 
was confirmed by some Chinese scholars.倒
Another use of Western learning for Kuwahara and many other 
Japanese Sinologists was the impetus it gave to the creation of a new 
sphere of learning, T百yoshi(OrientalHisto同.In 18 94 during the first 
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Sino-Japanese War Kuwahara’s mentor, Naka Michiyo (1851-1908), is-
sued a clarion cal for educational reform that his own teacher Fukuzawa 
Yukichi would have been proud of. To an assembly of teachers ostensib-
ly summoned to dIScuss curriculum changes for the middle and upper-
middle schools Naka proposed that the history of foreign countries be 
henceforth treated as Western or Oriental (TOyo) history at al levels of 
education. The focus of T百y百shiwould be China but, as a m句or 泊nova~
tion, Korea as well as the Manchus, Mongols, Kh1tans, and other northern 
nomadic tribes would also be studied.官官uni匂ingtheme would be the 
rise and fal of al these states, not just China So unan加ouslypoSihve 
was the a田embly'sresponse也atNaka had Kuwabara write the middle 
school book for T百y百shi,a text that remained the officially approved 
work for Japanese middle schoolers from 1898 until the mid-1920s. m 
In theory, Naka’s proposal had much merit. It rntroduced questrnns 
of Chrna’s relations with nomadic states町idled to many important 
findings about Chinese, Korean, and Japanese history. Its non-academic 
message, however, demands our attention. For if our suspicions about 
the implications of this educational reform for Japan’s relations with 
China are aroused by the timing of Naka’s proposal during the first 
Sino-Japanese War, then they are confirmed by a reading ofKuwabara's 
text. Kuwabara divides East Asian history into four periods the rise of 
the Han race, its superiority in the T百y百 area,the flourishing of the 
Mongol race, and the eastward push of the Europeans. The second 
penod, China’s hegemony, ends m the late T’ang, allowing Kuwabara to 
devote the remaining millenium of Chinese history to Mongols, M四chuミ
Khitan, and Westerners. Not a word is mentioned of the Sung economic, 
social, cultural, or political changes, and the Ming and Ch'ing are pa田ed
off as cultu阻lyand econom1cally stagnant叩 dpolitically decadent. 
Kuwabara nonetheless finds a way to end the book in the 1870s with 
a decidedly upbeat message. He describes, in a very one-sided manner, 
Japan’s involvement in Korea and leaves one with the impression that 
this step would and should presage Japan's future dealings with the 
stagnant TOyo and the encroaching West. '1 
“Objective science" had relegated China to阻担feriorposition. 
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China, or Sluna as Japanese came to cal it to the displeasure of the 
Chinese, was stagn叩 tFor centuries if not millenia it had undergone 
no basic change. It could boast of no sCience, no technology of note, 
no logic, no geometry, no democracy, no analy!!cal political thought, 
and no田n田 ofprogress. Viewed through皿ch“Hegelianlenses＂阻 d
Japane田 eyes,China became the symbol of everything superstitious, 
irrational, and backward由atJapan had left behind in its drive to 
,.:i (9) moaernize. 
Such a commitment to progre田， ofcourse, implied to these Sino-
logists no明ectionof their加pedalpast. Shiratori Kurakichi (1865-
1942), the founder of modem Sinology at Tokyo University叩 d
Kuwaba四百 teacherthere, published seminal studies which marshalled 
stnct logic to demonstrate that Yao and Shun, the ancient Chinese 
sages, were mythical figures. Yet, he believed without question that血e
Japanese had descended from the Sun God Amaterasu阻dthat the 
Japanese imperial line could be traced back to J加muTenno m BC 660 
Shira tori’s pup自，theeminent economic historian of China Kaf五Shigeshi,
would continue the comparison by argu泊gthat Japan could boast of an 
unbroken imperial line, China of only a rude succession of chaotic 
dynasties.側
Kuwabara held similar views on these issues, but this agreement did 
not resolve the dilemma of what China meant personally to him and 
o也erscholars of his generation. This problem叩pposediydid not need 
to exist, but Kuwabara’s newspaper andiourna! articles m the 1910s and 
1920s disclose his usually silentぬelingson this isue. He admits曲目
Japan was par世yresponsible for its troubles with China but reprimands 
Chinese c口ticsfor their one-sided critiques of Japan. In fact, the roots of 
the problem we問 certaminherent and inveterate flaws of the Chinese 
race " With the aid of his extensive learnmg -something that aiways 
distinguishes Kuwabara from Cold War warriors and others with a similar 
penchant for psychoanalyzing a billion people from a foreign study -he 
charged the Chinese with jealousy, suspic10n，卸1practicabty,conserva-
tism, and a fondness for compromise. If China wanted to have peace 
with Jap四， whatwas needed was Chinese self-reflection and self-
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discipline to enable・ them to see the error of their ways. Like most 
Japanese fond of this remark, Kuwahara was not optimistic " 
What most pains us today about these charges is not that they were 
made. Kuwahara could have found many modem Chinese, most notably 
Lu Hsun, with similarly trenchant views of their countrymen The source 
of our p剖nis rather the inescapable sense that Kuwahara brings to these 
articles litle human concern for the people he has spent his hfe studying 
and a shallow h1stoncal perspective on why these people acted so. To 
him these flaws are another set of facts, solid and impregnable, perhaps 
it is asking too much of him to expect much sympa由yfor a people he 
has depersonahzed and made “objective.” 
Ironically, Kuwahara’s criticisms of mveterate Chinese characterisl!cs 
are often triggered by vivid evidence that Chma and its people were 
changing目 Kuwahara’sdistaste for Chinese nat10nalism and revolution 
was shared by nearly al Japanese Sinologists as they denounced Chrnese 
students and mtellectuals for abandoning their traditional values for a 
hodgepodge of Western slogans." But Kuwahara excels in the quality of 
his rancour. The 1911 Revolution prompts from him a pedantic critique 
of the revolutionaries' factual errors m their denunciation of the 
Manchus Far more exphcit was his criticism of student demonstrations 
against Japan m the May 4th Movement." 
But Kuwahara’s most noto口ousanti-Chinese diatribe was his authori-
tal!ve account of Chinese cannibalism. Prompted by his readmg of a 
newspaper article about some Chinese executed in Petrograd for seling 
human flesh and probably further provoked by四ti-JapaneseMay 4th 
demonstrations担 China,this fifty page history of cannibalism in China 
represented the f四itof five years research. The Chinese, he concluded, 
had practiced this p巾nitivebarbarism throughout their history, some・ 
tunes even because they were enamoured of the taste of human flesh 
Understandably fearing criticism for this research, Kuwabara justifies this 
objective scholarship with the claim that it provides another view of the 
Ch主ieserace. " Kuwabara in fact seems to have become so obsessed with 
this topic that according to his son he would丘equentlypepper his d泊ing
table conversation wi吐ltalk of Chinese canmballsm."' 
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Opposition . tocannibalism and a dislike of jealousy and・ 田spicion
do. not add up to pos1t1ve moral statements. For廿tiss阻temeiil.from 
Kuwahara we have to. W副tuntil the final years・ of hls life, when, castmg 
objectivity aside, he wrote hls justly famous history of・ ftlial' piety in 
Chlna. Unlike Kato Shlgeshl who advocated absolu胞loyaltyto the state 
along lines favored by the fervid nationalist Minota 'Muneki, Kuwahara 
preferred a more f副叫lialConおcianvir加eFilial piety he defmes as 
one’s submission to a superior, to a parent, ruler, or husband：“I thlnk 
one is not far wrong in saying that the morality of the Orient is thls 
morality of submission whlch at the s町田 tuneis the morality of 
peace.”切 Wornedthat佃1alpiety was weakening parl!c叫arlyin Chlna, 
he concludes with the assertion that the promotion of ftlial piety 1s“not 
only necess町y担 Orientalcountries肱eJapan and Chlna but good for 
Western countries as well.”Perhaps we are fortunate that hls research 
was so objective 
After World War I much of thls kind of research would be renounced 
Hatada Tadashi would label it hlstory without也oughtand people, re-
calling how“liberated”he had felt upon leaving the bastion of such 
Sinology at To防oUniversity to enter the Research Bureau of the South 
Manchuria Railway. " The great legal historian Niida Noboru would 
confess to over-immersion泊 hlsrecomposition of T’ang dynasty laws 
during the dark years of the 19 30’s: once, when a Tokyo streetcar con-
ductor asked hlm at what stop he would get off, he had replied with a 
quote from the T’ang statutes In reaction to such academicism, Nrida 
and m皿yother S担ologistsafter the war would often engage m extended 
debates, at the heart of whlch w出 theirconunon concern over Japan’s 
affliction with social田idpolitical problems similar to Chlna’s. Nilda 
would町餌脂血atJapan was indeed part of the “Orient，＇’ as it knew al 
too well i臼 V世話tyof politi回1oppre田ion.When invited in 1953 to 
lecture at the palace, he chose to田adto也eemperor two pieces by Lu 
Hsun, Ah Q cheng司chuanand one concerned with Sino-Japanese friend-
shlp; T’eng-yeh hszen-sheng -a decision whlch represented the日eelings
of a large portion of the post-war generation of Sinologists.側
Thls transformation of values can be traced back to cert白npre-war 
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Jap阻 eseSinologis白whoseexperiences加Chinahad led them to a stance 
markedly different from吐iatof academic Sinologists like Kuwaba四 back
in Japan. Noteworthy血出ssmall皿ddisp町a担 groupof Japanese 
profoundly opposed to Japanese militarism w田 NakaeUshikichi (1889-
1942), a scholar of ancient Chinese political thought and the son of the 
noted Meiji liberal, Nakae Cham加.Known only to few Sinologists 
before吐iewar, he became for m阻ypost-war Sinologists and intellec-
tuals in Japan a model of serious scholarship and moral commitment 
This commitment w田 althe more卸1pres困vesince it did not come 
easily. During his early years in China Nakae gave every indication of 
his dependence on and approval of the growing military and diploma!Jc 
power of Japan in China Upon gradua世onfrom the Department of Law 
of Tokyo University in 1914 he started to work in Dairen for the South 
Manchuria Railway. A mon也 later,however, he secured廿1efar more 
desirable and lucrative appointment of private secretary to Ariga Nagao, 
h卸1selfa personal secretary to the Chinese prime minister Yilan 
Shin-k’ai The next year Nakae cho回 notto extend his contract with 
Anga担 orderto return to Japan to plea，泊 vain,for his family’s ap-
proval of the betrothal to a Jap皿esegeisha he had come to know泊
Be11ing. Upon his retum to China, he married this wom四 andfound 
work田 apolitical commentator for foreign language newspapers泊
China through his connections with Col. Banzai Rihachir百， thetop 
Japanese adviser to the new Chinese premier Tuan Ch'i-juL" 
Nakae’s deep involvement恒也isnetwork of Sino-Japanese relations 
was most evident not in his work but in his informal friendship with 
Ts’ao Ju-lin. After his days as a student lodger恒也eNakae home in 
Tokyo, Ts'ao had returned to Beijing and gained great influence advocat-
ing Japan’s interests and presen世ngits latest secret demands to the 
Chinese government. Ts’so was not one to forget his friends. it was he, 
who had recommended Nakae to be the private secretary of Ariga Nagao 
and who along with two other former residents of the Nakae lodge, 
Chang Tsung hsiang and Ting Shih-yuan, welcomed N成田mto世田lively
political Ii自己ofBeijing.” 
With the outbreak of the May 4th Movement in 1919, this easy 
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world of cosy collaboration但 meto組 endfor Japan, and for Nakae. 
The upsurge of Chine岨 nationalism担 thecities made a pro-Jap阻 ese
stance increasingly dangerous for any Chinese official Nakae himself 
attracted great public attention, when he risked his life血 dsuffered 
担~ury in rescumg Ts' ao and Chang, then China’s Minister to Japan, from 
crowds of threatening May 4th student demonstrators in Beijing”But 
soon afterwards he was to retreat forever from the public eye and what 
he would later disparage as his yea四 of“hcense皿dabandon." Hence-
forth, he would devote himself fully to research on early Chinese politi” 
cal thought. 
This decision, probably the most important in his life, seems to have 
ansen from pe四onaland political concerns. Already in 1918 Nakae had 
begun to devote time to scholarly research, and at the start of the follow-
ing year he recorded his determination to continue such reading." If 
then his wish to become a scholar predated his involvement in the May 
4th Movement, his subsequent withdrawal from public life without 
commenting on this landmark event in modern Chinese history may well 
be due to certam misgivings he had about Japanese activities m Chma at 
that t加e.Certainly, his silence contrasts sharply with the strident anti-
Chinese critiques this movement aroused from Kuwabara and other 
Smologists back m Japan. Further suggestions of discontent with Japan’s 
China policy are evident in his purchase and reading at this time of 
several Western works known for theu sharp cntic1sm of Japanese 
imperialism. In March 1921, for instance, he repeatedly marked off anti-
Japanese passages in his copy ofT.W. Overlach's,Foreign Fznancial Con-
trol inαina. In the margin of one page he pencilled the comment that 
the South Manchuna Railway was“a fine example of capitalism with 
imperialism at its core”ω 
Any study of Nakae’s political stance at this time is also obliged, 
due to lack of alternative evidence, to examine the other books he was 
readmg in the early 1920’s Here too we notice an awareness of his 
increasing alienation from the mores of his native society. This change 
m consc10usness stems perhaps from the growing maturity of an ex-
patriate gifted with an objective eye for judging his countrymen. But 
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it comes at a time when such perception would have been stimulated if 
not aroused by his country’s involvem 印tin Chinese affairs, an・d I think 
it not far from the mark to trace his preference for the seclusion of 
scholarship to his already bitter distaste for Japanese pohtical machina-
!ions in Chma He had come to Chma with his politics untried and his 
ideals untested. He was to retire with his innocence lost, but ultimately 
not at the expense of his ideals 
His growing awareness of a cntical self is evident in his well-annotated 
copy of R.M. Maclver's Community, A Sociological Study. As an ad-
vocate of English liberalism, Maciver argued for the basic divergence of 
society from community and for the essential inviolability of ethical 
individualism. These views apparently struck a profound chord of 
approval from Nakae during his reading of this text in 1925. Passage 
after passage -more由叩 inany other surviving volume in his collec 
!ion is underlined, sometimes with special marks for attention in the 
adjoining margm. The chapter，“Umty of the Individual Life”， received 
the greatest attention from him, particularly such passages by Maciver 
as出efollowing: 
In a word, it is always“conscience” or whatever the inner pnnc1ple 
of action be called -that is the ultlfiate court of appeal, even though 
it er. Because conscience is essen恒allyindividual, always, however, 
clarified, a particular perspective of the universal . 
The inward character of ethical action obviously renders possible an 
opposition between the claim of the State as a whole and the sense of 
obligation constraining some of its members . On the other hand, 
it is obv凹usthat cases must arise where the motlves inspiring such 
obedience cease to bear, where particular conceptions of the public 
good refuse to coincide with the State-conception . perhaps the 
strongest argument m support of the claim of each to obey his con-
science is based on the developing, progressive character of society. 
As a community advances on its way it must move from one con-
ception of the end to another But the recognition of the broader, 
or the altered, end does not come as a revelation to a whole com-
munity at once. The way of change is from the smaller to the greater, 
the recogni世onmoves from a smgle individual to a whole society ... 
We dare not condemn the adherence to profound conviction of the 
“passive resister”of the “conscientious objector”of to-day any more 
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th四 wecondemn the great witness of those who in the past through 
faith subdued kmgdoms. 
In realizing the most intimate society, finally in realizing ourselves, we 
are most realizmghumanity.倒
Such moral and political concerns were evident from the start in his 
research on叩 cientChinese political thought. This choice of topic, he 
would later confide, was made a ful year before the May 4th Movement, 
when he read Georg Jellinek’S A//gemeine Staa白／ehre,a work that was 
destmed to exert considerable mfluence on the poht1cal thought of 
constitut10nal liberals in Japan dunng the Taisho and early Showa 
periods In contrast to the logical formalism that made up German (and 
Japanese) administrative law, Jellinek stressed the historical and evolu-
tionary na加reof al political institutions and the neces回ryrole of the 
individual and social groups in bringing about these changes through their 
clauns on the state and its bureaucracy." 
Nahe’s notes on this semmal work of Jellmek show him at times on 
the lookout for similarities and differences between the European and 
East Asian political traditions. His subsequent concern with the nature 
of Chinese unpenal power, the urban settmg of early Chinese states, the 
link between politics and religion m ancient China, and the nature of its 
despo!Jsm are ali questions that derive from, or at least were stimulated 
by, his careful reading of this pivo阻ltext加modernJapanese political 
thought These concerns also were probably mherited from his father 
For Ch百min,despite his preference for the French Enlightenment over 
English liberalism, shared with Jellinek a concern with the popular basis 
of pubhc sovereignty担 oppositionto the legal orthodoxy of their 
countries' political establishment. 
These readings were part of a daily pattern of life Nakae set in the 
early 1920’s and continued right up to his final days in Peking担 1942.
Rising at 4 A.M., he would devote the next eight hours to study in 
the small house Ts’ao Ju-Jin loaned him in由ebackstreets of the busy 
Tung-tan quarter m eastern Beijing. Smce his study was funded first by 
Ts’ao and the rela!Jvely liberal genピoPrince SaionJi and later in part by 
the South Manchuna Railway, Nakae had the afternoon free for leisurely 
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walks with his beloved dog Huang m the southeastern quarter of the city. 
Afterwards there would be visitors at home, billiards at the Japan Club, 
and dinner in the manner of a Ch'ing dynasty genre sketch in the 
evening courtyard with Huang. In his later years he sometimes indulged 
in long walks across Beij泊gto its far western reaches, where under 
the shadow of the city wall he would enjoy the desolate lonelmess of 
T’ai-p’ing Lake. Rarely did he step beyond the border of the wall itself, 
even to the Western Hills Never, despite his later reputatrnn as a “China 
expert，” did he explore other areas of China. Beijing, that beehive of a 
city with walls within walls, would consume and enclose al his datly life 
for the next twenty years On only four brief occasions would he return 
to Japan, the later visits arousing feelings of dis伊stnormally not as-
sociated with homecomings目ω
These decades of scholarship were thus a time of solitude, a physical 
and emotional expatriation that was doubtless intensified in 1927 by 
his separation (and later divorce) from his wife for reasons unexplamed.” 
In his letters he repeatedly expr田町san affection for the quiet routine 
of his daily life, pervaded though it is by an inescapable sense of melan-
choly of the sort one might expect from a monk secluded泊 hisstudy. 
Many conventional Japanese m Beijmg not surprisingly considered 
h町1the1r local eccentric, a solip~ist who had “gone native.”But, they 
were ignorant not only of his aims but also of important changes that 
occurred to Nakae and his scholarship from the mid-1920’s on, especially 
after he became close friends with Suzue Gen'ichi in 1924-25. This 
highly 山田町alJapanese who became deeply involved in the Chinese 
Communist Party in the 1920’s and 1930’s intraduced N akae to many 
communists and other “outsiders”formerly alien to his courtyard 
world " Nakae’s Beijmg residence soon became a temporary hideout for 
Sano Manabu, Katayama Sen, Chang Yu-yu, and other commumst con-
tacts of Suzue’s in flight from warlords and police." The initiation of 
his close personal associatrnn with Suzue also coincided with a noticeable 
shift in his reading interests to Marxist writings, beginning with Das 
Ka pi臼Iin 1926 and Lenin’s On Imperialism in 1927-28." Nakae would 
never join the Communist party and would regularly cast scorn on 
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Japa即時Marxistsfor pedantry and hypocrisy. When told that Sano had 
“converted”（tenι吉） to the Imperial Way, he answered，“It would have 
been better if he had died担 prison.”＂And yet, Katayama recalls Nakae 
telling him担 the1920’s that if he had returned to Japan, he would 
have joined the communist parザandthat his own view of history had 
changed due to his relationship with Suzue.凶
In the 1930’s, as』usfame as a 
mouth, there would come from Japan an increasing flow of visitors -
politici阻 s,army men, businessmen, officials, bankers, teachers, writers, 
critics, religious spokesmen, artisans, students, right-wmg chauvinists, 
left-wing refugees，即mowrestlers, and of course Sinolo副sts.All were 
anxious to hear his talk on China and Japan, past and present." Oz依i
Hotsumi, the intellectual later executed by the Japanese police for his 
involvement in the Sorge spy case, would admiringly comment that m 
his conversatrnn with Nakae he could say things he would never dare say 
to others, particularly back加Tokyo."As the war heated up印 dNakae 
finished his白1alSinological article in 1935, his life seemed to ch印 ge.
E五sconversation continued to range from sports to Confucius, but he 
spoke mcreasmgly of Marx, Hegel, fascism, and commumsm. l五sguests 
became noticeably younger, les Sinological, and often members of the 
Research Bureau of the South Manchuria Railway introduced by its head 
and close friend, If五T叫日o.伺 Infact, many mfluential left-wing intellec-
tuals of post-war Japan forged last畑gfriendships with him in Beijing 
during these years of mcreasing Japanese involvement in China. 
What these吋困torsadmired was泊 partNakae’s political泊sight,
especially his prescience about the outcome of m吋orevents Japan’s 
forthcommg war with England he forecast in 1931, after the Manchurian 
Incident."' The coming of another world war he foresaw in 1936, before 
the Marco Polo Bridge Incident.側 Lateron, after the war broke out 
full-scale in Chma and Europe, he spoke of Japan’S mevitable defeat, 
Hitler's impending collapse in Russia (while German tanks were besieging 
Stalingrad), and even China’s central role in world politics during the 
second half of the twentieth century. His judgments of political leaders 
were also unconventional and scathmg：回tler,for one, was seen as a 
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m叩 incapableof making any permanent effect on his time " 
But his friends would remember hun best for his refusaJ to conceal 
his intense dislike of Japanese militari町l during the 1930s, a t加e
when四chdissent regularly led to torture and a long jail sentence. The 
Japanese army he国 stigatedas a bunch of arriviste country bumpkins 
rap担BJapan, China, and their peoples in the m田町rof the Mongols and 
the Saracens." Sharp words were also accorded a noted Tokyo professor 
of law, when he informed Nakae that the Chinese, since they were bar 
banans regardle田 ofhow educated they were, should be extin伊ished
for the sake of “culture.”In 1937 he had the Asahi Shimbun journal-
isl, Sugiyama He1suke, shown unceremomously to the door for ad-
vocating arch-nationalist views.附 And,he urged Ts’ao Ju-hn and Ting 
Sh血－yuan,then the Ambassador to Japan from Mansh百koku,to steer 
clear of al Japanese entangiernents " 
Not surprisingly, the Japanese police kept an eye on his mall and his 
activities. Spies we日 sentto his house to ferret out more of his treason-
ous views. A Japanese general in Beijing th日ateninglyaccused him of 
being “a malcontent who lives behind house walls ignoring the Holy 
War.”And, some old friends no longer dropped by，同
Such criticism and pressure neither silenced nor subdued Nakae. 
Right up ・to his departure from Beij担Eto die in a Kyushu hospital 
in 1942, he carned on a frank and movmg correspondence on the 
W町 withhis childhood friend, Corporal Imada Shintar百.In 1937 he 
urged Imada to oppose any expans10n of the war，“lest Japan make 
Chi叩gk’ai-shek mto another Mmg T’ai-tsu," the fourteenth century 
peasant rebel who drove the Mongols out of China to establish his own 
despotic dynasty, the Ming回附 As the war progressed, and as men in-
creasingly fel at his doorstep to die overnight of st町vation,Nakae 
kept on sending Imada despairing appeals for its end. Imada, by 1941 
the head for st悶teg1cplanning in Japan’s push west in North China, 
seems to have been moved by these letters, and his opposition to Toj百’s
China policy would eventually cause his demotion and exile." 
Nakae’s personal opposit10n to the war went beyond words to affect 
his personal achvities durmg the Japanese occupat10n of Be羽ingSmall 
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and defensive th叩酔itwas, his resistance at this t加ereveals a remark-
able consistency in personal integrity matched by few of his countrymen. 
He refused to enter the local neighborhood group (tonarigumi) set up 
by the Japanese government of Beijing for mutual surveillance.附 He
adamantly refused to eat out.in restaurants durmg the war and to rewind 
his watch to the new To匂0・timeimposed on Beijing by the Japanese.闘
Others he said should find their own way of giving only田perficial
compliance to government dictates, while preservmg their ener白Fto 
defend their personal integrity, at whatever cost, on two or three key 
matters. Such ma壮ers,he su路ested,might entail refusal to kil a war 
captive, post notices advocating the “New East Asian Order，＇.’ and quiet 
one’s own views " In 1939 and 1940 Prince Konoe and Japanese mili-
tary authorities twice put h主nto the test: they offered him influential 
government and academic pos臼.All of these he flatly rejected ＂、Mien
invited to lecture on East Asian politics at a government institution along 
with a noted nght-wing nat10nahst, he ripped the letter into pieces and 
threw them into a spittoon " 
At this point one senses that the legend ofNakae the dissident may be 
overtakmg the more complex reality of Nakae the man Reminiscences 
repeatedly stress the same personal virtues of mtegrity and compassion, 
as if they alone made up the man. Rarely is a dissonant noted sounded in 
the chorus of anecdotes devoted to the already settled conviction that 
this man was uncommonly good. Two dtmensional anecdotes, however, 
are no substitute for analysis, and we are forced to recall Orwell’S wtly 
warning，“Saints should always be judged guilty until血eyare proved 
innocent.” 
To be specific, in reading about Nakae’s life in Beijing questions 
often arise but remain unanswered in the more conventional accounts. 
What type of Chinese friends did Nakae have other than Ts’ao, Chang, 
and other supporters of Japanese mtlitarism担 NorthChina? What was 
his attitude to the Chinese Communists, particularly after they had 
settled皿 Yenan?Why was his resistance to Japanese militansm mainly 
verbεl and never aired even m the Chinese press? To what extent did he 
oppose al forms of Japanese militarism in Ch卸d What were the rephes 
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or 吋oindersof his visitors, particularly his friends, to his critiques of 
Japan’s China policy in conversation or恒 correspondence?What were 
his views on the Pacific War? And, last but not least, to what degree 1S 
the view others had of him predetermined by political a日曜ancesand 
personal ties dating often from mid and late M吋itimes when Nakae’s 
father was a powerful v01ce 1n anti-government circles? 
Until these and stmtlar questions are answered, we cannot claim to 
have understood Nakae the man. But to stress these doubts and the 
foibles of Japanese hagiography is to blame him for the faults of his 
admirers. Despite hlS father’s efforts he was not heir to a great intellec-
tual tradit10n of political dissent Vocal public resistance to state policy 
has had its friends in modern Japan, but its failures have been more 
notable th阻 itssuccesses. Moreover, ngid doubt forgets too readily the 
crucial fact that as Japanese intellectual life in the late 1940s emerged 
from the moral wasteland of the war years, Nakae seemed to stand out 
for the virtually unrivalled courage and common sense he had manifested 
in Beijing. On the key担問eof h_is time Japan’s war with China -he 
was judged candid, cntical, and correct, three virtues the post-war 
generation found wanting泊 virtuallyal of its teachers Thus, alth叩 gh
he had been dead for eight years by the time his scholarly writings 
were first publi血edin 1950, his reputation -and in a deep sense, he 
htmself -survived the war more mtact th阻 thatof the chorus of leftists 
who had converted to the rightness of the Imperial Way or the ph曲目白
of writers who had accepted or celebrated the righteousness of Jap組、
“China Incident ”“ 
Yet, the respect for htm from Sinologists after the war was also 
respect for a certain kind of scholarly commitment he had demonstrated. 
He had drawn upon political and moral values, commg out of Japan’s 
modern experience, to shape questions and propose answers about the 
past which he and other scholars could use to find meaning in the present 
and future. Learning, he said，“is dead一首 notpoisonousー Jearnmg
when it四ppressesaspirations to deepen our centuries-old sense of 
humanity.”回 Thesearch for Jearnmg, he insisted, was the search for the 
way (tao), a moral quest that involved the scholar m issues of relevance 
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to the past, present, and future側 Whatthis quest required, in addition 
to high scholarship, was a sense of humanity, what one scholar of 
Nakae’s father has aptly called “a particularly acute form of moral 
sensibility . , a sensitmty that might even be likened to a moral sense 
of pain”＂ In scholarship it would function as a heightened moral 
imagination that helped one to locate key questions and to broaden one’s 
sympathy. 
To Nakae’S non.Srnological contemporaries the nature and aim ofh1s 
studies were a mystery. When his communist friend Katayama Sen and 
his cousin Yoshida Shigeru, then Japanese consul担割anjin，担whis 
highly detailed studies of early Chinese thought，印chas his essays on the 
Classic of Documents and on the Kung-yang Commentary, they ex-
pressed amazement that he could study釦 chancient and useless topics側
And to m叩yscholars today his・ highly detailed textual scholarship would 
田emstrikingly simtlar to the fact-laden work of Kuwabara. 
His response to such crit1C1sm, written in 1934 as a preface to his final 
Srnological article, is a profession of scholarly moral and political com-
mitment such as is found in the wntings of no other pre-war Japanese 
Sinologist. Its sardomc self-effacement masks an assertion of the explicit 
relevance of his Sinology to the problems facing the politician Yoshida 
and the revolut10nary Katayama: 
How much more so in the" extraordmary Japan" of today 1s it that 
writmgs such as mme do not play the role of even a scrap of alumi-
num or a drop of heavy oil. However, it 1s easy to imagme that when 
the classics stil stood as the“universal learning" in Chinese society, 
any Chinese who wrote such th加gsas mine would have probably lost 
his head suddenly for the crime of heresy and heterodoxy. Although 
my writings are presently viewed as but scraps of wood or stnps of 
bamboo, I am most grateful that I can write to my heart’s content 
The academic world of today holds that the student of the Chinese 
classics should be satisfied if he ends up with a shady plot of rocky 
sol! and litle yield and that 1f he IS dissatisfied with this, he should 
change his field. But so long as he moves a hoe, he can expect at 
least a small harvest. Such a crop, of course, I would never say could 
feed the general populace But writings like mine cannot be con 
s1dered, in Kant’s words，“completely unrelated to the baS!c na加re
of man，＇’ since they are inevitably the product of the functioning of 
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a human consciousness It would be different of course if we could 
imagine a non-human life, something completely different from what 
we have experienced up to now. But I promptly a田U問 youthat even 
I, unemployed and lonely as I am, have no time for an interest m 
work said to be “imagination for the sake of imagination.”側
Nakae found the lmk between the past and present in the dominant role 
of state Confucianism as血epolit1cal and intellectual orthodoxy of 
China and Japan. Far from being a dead dogma, Confucianism had so 
penetrated the worlds of power and learning that it seemed to Nakae to 
be at the root of the political and social turmoil in his East Asian world 
His work thus represents a prolonged exammation and ultimately a 
critique of this Confucian orthodoxy. 
To understand this heritage and its modern dilemma demanded 
detailed textual criticism of the clasics. Building on the白nd凪gsof 
numerous k'ao-cheng scholars of Ch'ing times, he made novel and imper-
!ant findings about the origins, compilation, and use of the Classic of 
Documents and the Kung-yang Commentary. For example, whereas 
Naito had held that血eClassic of Documents had been compiled over 
!Ime by different groups of Confucians anxious to msert their own ideas 
into theu political tradition's oldest text, Nakae found the textual 
problems far more complex. Instead of these scholars' inserting new 
chapters m toto, they had inserted sections within the va口ouschapters 
at vanous !Imes in ancient China for vanous politic叫reasons附
The understanding of a revised text next demanded analysis and 
assessment. Nakae thereby attempted to view ancient China as part of 
world history, comparmg 1t explicitly with Greek, Roman, Aztec, and 
Mayan c1Vil1zations. In addition -and here 1s where he veers away from 
many pre-war Sinologists hke Kuwahara -he argues that the analysis 
and assessment of the ancient Chinese political thought can be seen most 
instruc!Ively through a comparison of these texts with the ancient and 
modern pohtical writings of Western thmkers. Usmg Morgan, Jellinek, 
Fraser, Le Bon, Hegel, Weber, Ma皿，Aristotle,Plato, Madgyar, and many 
other ancient and modern Western thmkers, he tries to show how and 
why Chinese civilization differed from and resembled other civilizations 
China, he wrote in 1929, was an Asiatic society. Ever since the clan-
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state of the Chou had given way to the imperial autocracy of the Ch’in, 
the basic structure of Chinese government and society had not altered. 
Following the lead of the Marxist L. Madgyar he found that the four key 
features of such a stagnant and Asiatic society were the state’s responsi-
bility for construction work; the加dependenceof villages and al other 
settlements (but for a few big cities) from one another and at times 
imperial rule, vilage, local, or central government responsib証ityfor 
irrigation works needed for agriculture; and the state as the largest land-
holder担 itsempire. Only with the arival of Western capitalists in the 
nineteenth century, did this system of government and society, according 
to Nakae, begin to collapse Even in 1929, he aserts, elements of this 
system remained strong m villages throughout the empire " 
As essentially an intellectual. h1stonan, Nakae seeks to locate the 
philosophical underpinnings of this society, and he finds them in the 
outcome of the struggle between the Old and New Text Schools of the 
Han防rnasty.As late as 1950 Nakae’S painstakingly detailed study of 
the transmission of a key New Text School work, the Kung-yang Con官－
men臼伊 tothe Spring and Autumn Annals, was judged by a learned 
acquaintance of his, the noted Kyoto Sinologist Kimura Eiichi, as the 
foremost examination of a Chinese text rn terms of its textual cnticism, 
breadth of knowledge, and depth of interpretation." Diverging from 
the continuing consen田sof Japanese classical scholars (who stil relegate 
this commentary to a minor status), Nakae takes pains to show the 
significance of its origins and re田ptionin the late Chou and Han. He 
finds that originally the principal theme of the Kung-yang Commentary 
was the revival of an idealized kingly way (odO, wang－臼o). The true king 
was to be a sage who regulated human ethics, revered ritual, opposed 
war, respected moral worthies, appointed them to government pos1!Jons, 
and enforced a policy of “the rectification of n剖nes.”Thisideal, which 
had arisen out of conflicting cals for the veneration of the king and the 
repulsion of foreigners, did not derive from a specific social order of the 
past It looked instead to the future. And, in the Han it would be 
transformed. Tung Chung-shu in the Former Han read rnto 1t the legiti-
macy of the establishment of the Han order and of the power of the 
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imperial system. In the Latter Han Ho Hsm interpreted it even more 
freely, to gloriかtheHan order and its rule as the reign of “Heavenly 
Peace" supposedly predicted by Confucius himself. What had begun 
as an appeal for moral and social renewal through political revoluti叩
ended up as a solid defense of a social order about to collapse.“ 
Nakae’s reliance on the concept of an Asia!Jc society is disappornt-
ing, and his ignorance of Nail百’salready published periodization of 
Chinese history along roughly western lin同盟問中ris泊Efrom a scholar 
with so many close contacts with Kyoto Sinologlsts Yet, for us to 
focus oロtheseflaws alone would lead to the neglect of certain key 
insights and analyses he has contributed to our understanding of the 
twists and印msof the Kung11ang’s textual history. Change change of 
values and rnstitutions is his abiding concern, ev叩 th叩 ghwe have 
seen that he accepts the tenets of the“stagnation theory.”He IS con-
stantly seeking to see how man consciously shapes his thought to handle 
social and political dilemmas. He stresses the eclectic nature of the 
sources tapped for the creation of an imperial ideology, and he repeated-
ly shows the crucial role of both scholars and the state in the inte叩reta-
tion and mampulation of the past for the present. The readers in his tale 
thus become creators of a livrng tradition, confirming what we have seen 
him elsewhere designate as“the product of the functioning of a human 
consciousness.＇’ 
The import of these views for胡 ystudent of modern Japanese politics 
(as well as Sinology) is obvious, so obvious that one is surp出edto see 
that early commentators on Nakae’s scholarship have failed to note this 
essay's泊herentcritique of the fate of出eMeiji Restoration阻 dits 
political program. Nakae, 1t should be added, takes care to pomt out 
differences between the onglnal and modem me四 mgsof common terms 
like odo叩 dsonno joi. He certainly does not take the outlandish view 
that the fate of modern Japan's first century repeats the Chou and Han 
expenence of the Chinese But the questions he asks, the concerns he 
demonstrates, and the analysis he richly provides al were bound to raise 
serious doubts about the wisdom and fate of any Japanese efforts to re-
establish a kingly way in China or Japan in this or any other century. 
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The skepticism his friends encountered in Beijing deeply informed his 
treatment of the Chmese clasics and, by implication, their use in Japan 
Some of Nakae’s other views on early China the nature of the city, 
the development of a theocracy, the role of a feudal order, and even 
attitudes to life and death -proved more readily understandable and 
app!1cable to pre・warand post-war Sinological studies For instance, 
Nakae r句ectedthe facile comparison common then and sometimes even 
today between the pre-imperial Ch加esecity and the medieval European 
city. His stres on the urban and kinship base of early Chinese govern-
ment, its domination of the market and the four classes as well as the 
absence of any concept of citizenry or political rights m1tiated an unend-
ing Japanese debate on the nature of the early Chinese city. After 
the war certain scholars of traditional China at Tokyo University like 
Nishi：・加aSadao explored these ideas with brilliant analyses of the 
city and royal, or卸1perial,power in early China. But even before主he
war histonans of a different per印asionat Kyoto University admired 
Nakae’s work. Professor Ojima Sukema expressed叩 expert’sapprecia-
tion of the importance of Nakae’s demandmg textual studies，“and the 
eminent Smologist k田zukaShigeki admitted his astonishment at Nakae’s 
originality and his debt to ideas ofNakae he would later often oppose.“ 
Yet, Nakae’s work definitely does not assure him of the academic 
sta加reof a Naito, Nilda, or even Kano Naoki His research，由ough
learned and original, was usually too detailed or too tex加alto influence 
greatly the academic discourse of Sinology either before or after the war. 
His social analysis also relied on concepts which to most students of 
Chinese history represented precisely the pitfalls that inevitably await世田
uncritical use of Western thought in research on China. Such回 assesシ
ment may undervalue the high level of textual analysis担 someof his 
articles, but it enables us to locate the attraction of Nakae to post-
war Sinologists. He was thought to have bridged those divides of histori-
cal 問団archand humanistic values, of textual criticism and critical 
comnutment, which other scholars like Kuwabara were judged to have 
ignored or misused. His repeated stres on the key role of “humanite" 
in social development evoked memories of Confucian-insp1red cals for 
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greater social iustice, as pro品目edby his father and house-tutor, KOtoku 
Shusui.闘 Butplaced in the broader contexts of East Asi田1and world 
history as wntten by him and some post-war Sino!ogists this belief in 
“hum叩 ite”wasintended to direct o也ersー thepoliticians, the revolu-
tionaries, and even the Sinologists to find in the study of China the 
means to transfonn themselves and Japanese society. 
This moral and political evaluation of Nakae rigitly noted that his 
own a回目smentof Chinese political thought was profoundly influenced 
by Marx’s writings Four times he read through D，四 Kapita/with al the 
textual skils he had devoted to the Confucian clasics.闘。newho has not read Das JG白：pita/is the head 。fach江d，”hewas fond of 
saying，腿andhis w口t皿gson early China, like his analyses of twentieth 
century politics, reflect his debt to Marxism as “the highest product of 
man’s thought, since it is the most human.”闘
Nevertheless, neither Nakae nor his fnends ever considered himself a 
Marxist, and Nakae’s opposition to the authontarian strains of Con-
fucianism ult1mately draws its strength not simply from the hberalism 
of his fa出erbut even more from Hegel and other Gennan idealists.問
China and other Asiatic societies, he learned・ from these writings, were 
trapped by their own cultural and philosophical heritage, and Japan 
despite its distinct feudal experience and modernization efforts retamed 
a pervasive Confucian tradition that ensured that it too would suffer a 
political malaise. In fact, Nakae often remarked that one had no choice 
but to be a physician to Japan’s illness." Only a transformation of 
human values in Japan’s case, through de自白tin war・-would provide 
China with the escape 1t needed " IfNakae then takes a negative stance 
towards much of the basic Chinese political tradition, he nonethel回S
views this culture and its nat10nal character not as fixed psychological 
attributes in the manner of Kuwabara but as human values shaped by 
history and thus with an mherent potential for change. 
Sinology, i臼 values,and its uses also could undergo change. Japanese 
Sinologists from the late Meiji to the 1940s employed Western critical 
research methods，日rstto dethrone Sinophilic Chinese learning, and 
eventually to define叩 dpreserve“East Asian" values. The Central 
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Kingdom, they learned from their studies, had become the central 
culture. Deracinated of its foreign on脚丸山sculture readily became 
the preserve of J ap皿 esenational and self-identification. Dehistoricized, 
it was deemed to possess pennanent truths which might be ignored only 
at the nsk of social c!Jsorder, a lesson Chinese history itself, be it m 
the present cen加ryor since the Yiian, w田 thoughtto signify. De-
personalized, these truths were found in ancient classics detached from 
their ongmal society. By d1vorcmg Chmese culture from China, from the 
nation and its people, they persuaded themselves, if not the Chinese, that 
they were the heirs to that high culture. And yet, the “China problem” 
so often mentioned in the 1920s and 1930s was found in the mainland 
alone. 
For Nakae叩 dmost post-war Sino!ogists China was no longer the 
central culture. It had yielded that place in human, and Japanese, 
history, to the vague but dynamic entity known as the West. Yet, China 
remained somehow central to their intellectual叩dmoral lives, if only as 
a problem. Nakao identified that problem in the political values and 
mstitutions由etwo cultures had long shared.日sstres on the common 
dilemmas, on the place of both cultures in world history, and on the 
impact of political values and institutions in shaping a common heritage 
would win approval from the post-war generation of scholars despite 
their greater interest m the economic features of the common past. The 
history of China, m岨 yof these men determined, would henceforth be 
used to critic包e,not flater, the ways of modern Japan. 
Several decades of四chcntic1sm have come and gone, and by now its 
appeal has abated. It retains its staunch spokesmen, some in elevated 
places, if only because of their stance towards politics and personal rela-
tions ms1de Japan But its inadequacies are increasingly noticeable, 
refuted les by scholarly tomes than by China’s ongoing volte-faces and 
Japan’s rapid economic growth and resultant self-satisfactrnn Japan, it 
would seem, has more to teach than to learn. Moreover, compared to 
血eshared research agenda of earlier generations, the research of younger 
Japanese Sinologists shows today greater variety but le田 focusand 
mnovahon in understandmg China’S relation to their nation's past. 
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But, 1f there is any immediate insight we can extract from the writings 
of Kuwahara and Nakae, it is that this scenario IS surely not the end of 
the story. The state and politics m East AS!a, past or present, are not 
gomg to wither away. Batches of economic stat1Stics c叩 notundo the 
tragic conflicts in modern Sino-Japanese relations. Amnesia about this 
platitude may prove popular in Japan, especially as the two Japans 
represented by Kuwahara and Nakae pass away But the rest of East 
Asia, par!icularly what IS now being deS1gnated“the Confucian cultural 
sphere，”will certainly prove les forgetful. The resulting tension between 
Japan’s self-image and its neighbors' perception of Japan thus promises 
to keep alive the terms of the Sinological debate about China and Japan 
we have discussed here If this continuing argument is informed by new 
sets of critical and self-critical questions, Sinology then, fortunately or 
o也erwise,will have retamed its uses as a thorn m the side of modern 
Japan. 
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